
 

 

  

ຂໞາທຑາຘາຖາທ  
 ກບຄຎະຆຸຓ ຘຎຆ ທໞາຈໟທງຎະຈຈໟບງຑັຈະຌາ ັັ້ຄີ 5 ຑາກີ 1 ໂຈໟປັຍປບຄບົາ 6 ຂົຄຂຈ, ຂໞາທເຈງ ທຽຄັຌາຓ໌: 

https://bit.ly/3qu6tpU  

 ຘໍາຖັຈຐຶກບົຍປົຓທຽກຄາຌຂຶັ້ຌະຍຽຌບບກແຍຉາຈິຌແນໟໜໞທງຄາຌຂຶັ້ຌະຍຽຌບບກແຍ, ຂໞາທເຈງ ທຽຄັຌແໝໞ: 

https://bit.ly/3D7NJ4W  

 ຖາທະົຈຖບຄກຽຓທາຓຑໟບຓກໞບຌກີຈໂຑຑິຍັຈແຌ 2 ຂທຄ, ຂໞາທເຈງ ທຽຄັຌາຓ໌: https://bit.ly/3IqZg08  

 ກາຌຖືບກ “ຏະຖິຈຉະຑັຌີີ່ຊືກຉໟບຄໝາະຘົຓ” ຑືີ່ບຘົົ່ຄບບກໂຎຘະນະຑາຍບີຕົຍ (EU) ເຈງຌໍາແຆໟຖະຍົຍຘິຈິຑິຘຈາຄຈໟາຌບັຈຉາ

ຑາຘີ EBA, ຂໞາທເຈງ ທຽຄັຌແໝໞ: https://bit.ly/3uj8qqj  

 ຖາທ-ີຌຘໍາຖັຈກາຌຉົກຖົຄ ຆືັ້-ຂາງ ກະຘໂຒຒ້າ 115 kV, ຂໞາທເຈງ ທຽຄັຌາຓ໌: https://bit.ly/3wrL5Wj   

 ຸຈຂາງຎ ີ້ຍໍຖິຘັຈຖົຈໂຒຖາທ-ີຌ ນໞຄີ 2 ດ ູ່ນຼທຄຑະຍາຄ, ຂໞາທເຈງ ຖາທເຑຘຉ໌: https://bit.ly/36iCWZq  

 ຘາຖະທັຌາຈງບຈຘົົ່ຄບບກ ຖະ ຌ າຂົັ້າ ຘີຌໟາະຍັຌຖຸ 1.244ຉືັ້ກທໞາກີຍ ແຌຎ , ຂໞາທເຈງ ທຽຄັຌາຓ໌: 

https://bit.ly/3Jym0Nd  
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English News 
 

 Laos finalizes LDC Smooth Graduation Strategy, by KPL: https://bit.ly/36EtE9U  

 Government of Laos May Move to Weekly Fuel Price Adjustments, by Laotian Times: 

https://bit.ly/3NfnWw4  

 Rice Prices Rise in Asia Amid Stockpiling, Conflict, by Laotian Times: https://bit.ly/3L7y87Y  

 Xieng Khuang’s Yodnammo-Phousamsoum named new National Park, by KPL: https://bit.ly/37I0sPW  

 Vientiane’s Saysettha District to Rezone Roadside Shops and Restaurants, by Laotian Times: 

https://bit.ly/37TqYGg  

 Laos Oil Refinery in Xieng Khouang to Begin Production Soon, by Laotian Times: https://bit.ly/3L7n6jb  

 Laos Government Cabinet Meeting to Solve Nine Issues Faced by the Nation, by Laotian Times: 

https://bit.ly/3ipSYmZ  

 Global fuel price hike affecting oil supply in Laos, by Vientiane Times: https://bit.ly/3Jxtwb6 

 Govt eyes fuel price restructure to ease impact on the economy, by Vientiane Times: 

https://bit.ly/3qrKr7e  

 Work on Vientiane-Vung Ang railway expected to start in November, by Vientiane Times: 

https://bit.ly/3D3QWSU  

 Inflation jumps to six-year high of 7.3 percent, by Vientiane Times: https://bit.ly/3L4rEH4  

 Media briefed on Russia-Ukraine conflict, by KPL: https://bit.ly/37SH1nL  

ຂໞາທປບຍເຖກ/Worldwide 
 Great Barrier Reef at risk: report, by Global Times: https://bit.ly/3wq0c2t  

 Ukrainian, Russian delegations resume peace talks: Ukrainian negotiator, by Global Times: 

https://bit.ly/3D1mJns 

 Over a dozen countries including Russia and Iran voice support for China's Hong Kong policy at side 

meeting of UN, by Global Times: https://bit.ly/3wqXKc0 

 Most say govt is unstable and ignores people's needs: poll, by Bangkok Post: https://bit.ly/3JL8sO8 

 Aerial survey spots abundant sea life in Trang, Thailand, by Bangkok Post: https://bit.ly/3quXa9s  

 Cambodian PM: Ukrainian refugees won’t be denied entry to Kingdom, by Phnom Penh Post: 

https://bit.ly/3ttoeHY  

 Agri exports reach 2.82M tonnes by March 16: official, by Phnom Penh Post: https://bit.ly/3NfMllp  

ທຈີິເບຂໞາທ/Video News & audio  
 

 

  ຏຌີີ່ຖືີ່ບຄຖາທ ກາຒ ຖະ ກໟທງ ຌທາຄທາຓົຌາຌຉໍໍ່ຘະຑາຍບາກາຈຂບຄຂະໜຄກະຘິກໍາ, ຂໞາທເຈງ ຖາງຄາຌກະຘິກໍາ ຖະ 

ຎູ່າໂຓໟ: https://bit.ly/3ui51br  
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